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 Along with numerous others of the depression era Franlin Hall was raised in rural poverty and was deeply
spiritual. Regarding to Hall, all the major evangelists began following his fasting regime and miracles erupted
everywhere.2016 Reprint of 1950 Edition. Initially he was with the Methodist church but their stance
against curing forced him elsewhere." In 1946, he released a brief publication entitled "Atomic Power with
God through Prayer and Fasting." The publication, which provided detailed info on the methods and great
things about fasting, was an instantaneous success and brought Hall considerable fame. Full facsimile of the
initial edition, not really reproduced with Optical Recognition Software program. Many observers of the early
revival years agreed, as one said, "Every one of these males down through the years followed Franklin Hall's
method of fasting. Through the depression and World Battle II he travelled as an independent evangelist.
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 But this reserve imparted if you ask me an empowering grace to do this extended fast. After reading this
book, I was 100% all set.. In my own case, I developed intestinal pain, and should have aborted the fast
much earlier than I did. As it happens the fast experienced uncovered issues with gallstones that were
impacting the pancreas and intestines, and ultimately the kidneys. You need to learn this book if you're a
Christian and want a deeper relationship with the Father.I would recommend you supplement this
publication with something similar to Bill Bright's fasting guidelines, which you can find free online, or
actually buy his full book. Between "Atomic" and Shiny I think you'll have a more full preparation entering a
major fast. I also believe it's wise to start gradual if you're not used to fasting, or your body isn't in great
form, or you're older. Embark on a juice fast or a cleansing fast first, see how it goes, and then graduate
to a water-only fast. I pray you will end up blessed and commence to fast and pray.We am convinced by
this publication that fasting is a powerful discipline sorely neglected by Christians today. But make sure you
start it safely and correctly. Get this book if you wish to proceed deeper. It has inspired me to fast due
to all the incredible testimonies, and the teaching on all I am in a position to receive through fasting. I
longer to learn God and His like deeper, and walk in power, exactly like Jesus do, and I have been feeling
for a long time now that fasting is certainly what I need to step into this. Important This book challenged
me to pay special attention to fasting. We seem to own it backward, and I don't want this to become the

case! Let's all walk in the Spirit and not in the flesh, in order that we might have life and lifestyle abundant,
and have the power and zeal to talk about that same Existence and Like with everyone we satisfy! THE
TRICK to Spiritual Power in the Kingdom of God This little book inspires visitors to embark on a 40 day
fast. Hall provides very practical information about the different phases of the fast and what folks can
expect during those levels. He also reveals the purification procedure that a lengthy fast accomplishes,
establishing people free from a variety of afflictions and bondages. The outcome is power. There is a
dimension of romantic relationship that only comes through prayer and fasting and the righter explains it
well. If you want Holy Spirit to move thru you in power you need to enter a consecration fast. It doesn't
take long to read and I will proceed through again and consider more notes. The new cover and much
larger print has a great look! He didn't need the purification, but He needed to be clothed with power. His
1st miracle showed the servants of Jesus transporting the drinking water of purification to the guests of
the marriage, and as they served the guests, the water became wine. I don’t recommend getting this book
on kindle. The 40 day fast may be the top secret weapon of the kingdom of God, the main element that
opens the heavens to all those that want to serve the Lord in power. fasting is the way to release the
energy of Jesus. It provides assisted me on my 21 days fast and I'm seeing the benefit. Excellent book on
Fasting This book is one of the best books I've ever read on Fasting. Fasting is the only method to enter
into that. This is probably the best book out there on fasting. I began reading it and began a 10 time fast
which I am on day 8 now. I feel clearer, more delicate to god, the father and my faith uncapped! One
knows they should fast but I simply couldn't muster the willpower or gumption.Anointed, but not enough
cautions This is a robust book on fasting - the whys and wherefores, and how to go about it. I've
experienced phenomenal grace. Amazing teaching on fasting All the Church should be aware of the incredible
"doctrine" of fasting and this can be an amazing resource for just that, as it is an simple and fast read.
THE TERM says WHEN you fast (not if), and when you sin (not when). After reading, I have a deep desire
to fast and go deeper with God. Any publication that provokes me to sprint after God like nothing you've
seen prior are certain to get my 5-celebrity rating. This publication does that.. Do it for a short time at
first, and cautiously gauge how the body is reacting. Love. A must-read classic.. This reserve is a must-read

classic for every sincere, previous fashioned Christian who wants a Bible-designed (not really church-
designed) romantic relationship with Jesus. Atomic Power Indeed I opt for five start ranking because this
book uses an ended the look at fasting through the eye of long ago and without all the trappings of having
to create it so slick in order to make a lot of money with it. Prolonged months of prayer and fasting



produces the brand new wine skin that can hold the new wines, and allows us to become clothed with the
power of God. We live in a day when it's absolutely necessary for each and every believer to operate in
supernatural power. I would recommend it to anybody who wants to encounter to glory of God in there
lives.The original paperback book a friend had, included some very nice charts and illustration that has not
been included in this e version that was a disappointment. Also there are a few needed type correction.
Overall this is a good book to learn illustration or not. Powerful examples by those prepared to give more
This reads more like a manuscript for prayer and fasting and yet gives very real results if the reader is
ready to give more than just a couple meals when it comes to fasting these pioneers blazed the
Pentecostal trail before all of us it has given me a new perspective on how best to & why we are in need
of it now more than ever! Great reserve but missing illustration This book is crucial read for a christians
who want to be deeper with God. It simple and raw and undeniable. Some disadvantages are that is could
be a little legalistic in how it needs fasting, but reading with the grace of heaven and something can easily
hear the heart cry of the writer. The Jews at the wedding washed in the drinking water pots for
purification. It is possible to tell it had been written years ago (some grammatical and editing mistakes),
but that's part of the pleasure of it to me. Browse it in faith that Jesus Christ paved the way for us to
live far beyond the natural restrictions of humanity. Very beneficial. Recommend! I am encouraged to

incorporate fasting into my life! This book is anointed. Found this publication by reading the Jesus Fast by
Lou Engle. The water of purification on a 40 day time fast becomes the new wine of the kingdom of God,
which can then be administered to those who want salvation. It doesn’t possess the diagrams that the
actual book has Opening my spiritual eye. For fasting and prayer for myself and family. Everyone of us! It
explains why it is critical to our spiritual development. It today comes as no surprise to me that the first
miracle of Jesus was the take action of changing drinking water into wines at the marriage in Cana. quick
easy read very motivating. Eye opening book in fasting!. Recommend! The new cover and larger print includes
a great look!.The problem is there isn't enough cautionary information on how to proceed in the event that
you encounter trouble. This ended up being no small problem. Just forget the Laws bits, Christ wants us in
His image, let's go for it!! You need to learn this book if you are a . Scanning this book will transformation
your life .. Learn how to successfully enter, navigate and exit a God-chosen fast. Jesus, however, drank
nothing but the drinking water of purification for 40 day time before he attended the marriage. Reading
this book changes your life of fasting forever. You will go through the amazing power of God like nothing
you've seen prior, when you fast and pray!
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